
Eleven Pond / Jeff Gallea (solo) stage items:

Eleven Pond (solo) Line Up:
from USA Jeff Gallea will bring = Fender Bass Guitar, Guitar Effects, Micro Synth, 
Clip Light, Drum Machine, Synth Settings Notebook + 6 Channel Mixer

Eleven Pond Equipment Backline:
- Bass Guitar Amp (no preference, just not a guitar amp) with Guitar Stand
- Amp Mic on short stand (mic sounds better than DI box for bass guitar?)
- Stereo DI Box for Stereo 6 Channel Mixer below gear table
- (2) Cables to connect DI Box  to 1/4” stereo mixer outputs
- Sure Beta58 Vocal Mic (or equivelent vocal mic) + Mic Stand
- Mono DI Box w/ cable for Vocal effects pedal
- Monitor Speaker at front of stage near Microphone
- Small Table to set gear on (smaller than a folding DJ table. A bar or cafe table works fine)
- Additional Mic stand to set a clip light on for illuminating table items
- Bar Stool near vocal mic
- 110v Power access w/ Power Strip for 110v gear (near gear table)
- Video projector for DVD band visuals (not required, but nice if available!)

Eleven Pond Soundcheck:
Jeff will not need an early sound check since his show is premixed into a personal 
mixer. He only needs 10 minutes to set up on stage. Jeff will bring a vocal effects unit with 
XLR microphone input/outputs. If this unit feeds back, then Jeff will need medium length 
delay on vocal mic. The stage monitor with equal mix of all items and the bass EQ cut slightly. 
Jeff prefers his mixer and micro-synth on a small table rather than on a keyboard stand. 
The backline items on stage will be arranged during setup.  As the first song starts Jeff and 
the Sound Engineer can work out any sound issues ʻon the flyʼ 

Eleven Pond Special On Stage/Off Stage Needs:
On stage a cold juice or cold water.  A bar stool on stage to put the foot up on while playing bass + 
synth. Jeff doesnʼt drink alcohol but a few beers back stage (or drink coupons) to share with the 
support bands, promoters, etc is nice... If backstage people smoke, Jeff needs a private area to 
rest his voice before/after the show with no smoke. If there is video projection a DVD can be played. 
Also a sandwich (any kind) and paper towel before the show.    Thank you -

ELEVEN POND / JEFF GALLEA -  jeffgallea@gmail.com  
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